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Abstract 
This research document aims to strategize a comprehensive design, 
establishing a link between urban and rural sectors through preservation 
and revitalisation of craft sector of India. The intent is to unite the various 
pieces of crafts, scattered in the country, to build a community cherishing 
the Indian heritage: a place to practise, teach, demonstrate culture. With 
the aim of fostering this heritage community, the concept of crafts village 
has been selected as the cornerstone of this research project. Thus, the 
research question: “How to create an artist village, providing a platform 
for vocational training and retail, a mixed-use organic development, 
cherishing the Art and Craft heritage of India?” 
Despite Industrialization, a large population of India still depend on native 
methods of manufacturing using traditional techniques to earn a living 
based on handmade products. These craftspeople are the backbone of the 
non-farm rural economy of India.1 There is crucial necessity for 
philanthropy to understand the monetary potential of the crafts sector by 
financing in high impact scalable models that can strengthen livelihoods 
in sustainable manner. Harnessing the potential of craft sector, the 
concept of artist village promotes forgotten values of art in the modern 
world. Artisan village reinforces the upliftment of rural craftsmen by 
providing them a place to reside, practice and earn with their skills. 
                                                 
1 "Dasra." Dasra | Catalyst for Social Change. Accessed November 2016. 
https://www.dasra.org/. 
As the research centres around the current scenario, the findings indicate 
the highest concentration of rural artisans in the state of Gujarat. 
Belonging from a city of great heritage (Surat, India) and having a deep 
appreciation of art and crafts, the observation suggests the need to 
revitalise the city Surat with the value of heritage. Thus, informing the 
choice design site in Surat, India, a second largest city in the state of 
Gujarat. The city has always provided a platform for Artistic events and 
traditional festivals. Taking the initiative to a step further, the research 
document aims to develop an artist village with mixed activity of 
education, retail and recreation incorporating Indian architectural 
elements in design.  
Design methodology incorporates the deeper comprehension of type of 
activities and environment required with each art and craft, to develop 
typical housing model which holds the incremental possibilities and 
Indian architectural characteristics. The circulation and spatial 
organization study is the essential element in developing the master 
layout. Few planned and organically developed artist villages of India, 
provide the inferences to develop the best possible strategy to design an 
artist village.  
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1.0 Introduction 
1.1 Background of the project: 
One of the most important heritages that India has got from its ancestors 
and old civilizations is Indian Handicrafts. Since the Indus valley 
civilization to the present time, handicrafts have played an important role 
in bringing up and maintaining Indian culture. Women of this Indus valley 
liked to wear ornate necklaces, bangles, earrings that were made from 
gold, silver, shells and stones that were handcrafted by people of that time. 
Not only jewellery but wide varieties of objects, children toys, and animal 
figures were made from unglazed baked clay (terracotta). This ancient 
culture is carried on by some Indian people till date to keep Indian art and 
culture alive. Due to lack of exposure, possibilities and opportunities, 
Indian handicrafts and arts have been devoid of proper execution in 
market.  
The concept of Artist village is a way to retrieve the heritage into the 
society and spread awareness of Indian culture. These villages offer 
numerous programmes and workshops in craft appreciation and self-
exploration. The in-house design studios expand the creative realm of 
keen individuals. Craft village is unique state-of-art infrastructure, for 
facilitating hands on craft learning from masters and legends in their field, 
linkage of craft community with international and national forums to 
promote rare crafts of India. The artists will have new opportunities to 
show their skills and spread their knowledge of rare and unique 
handicrafts worldwide through these artist villages.  
For example, the Songzhuang art colony, located in Songzhuang town of 
Zongzhou is a very well-known and major artist community in Beijing, 
China harboring more than 2000 artist till date. This artist village came in 
to existence to conserve the ancient Chinese avant-garde art. A tendency 
was developed for artisans to relocate away from the towns to build their 
own societies. But the complications rose once the society started 
attracting the media, gallery holders, making creative life more tough. 
Thus, resulting a bold initiative was taken by Fang Lijun, Zhang Huiping 
and Yue Minjun in 1994 to move from Yuanmingyuan to the farming area 
of Songzhuang town, 20km away from Beijing. Slowly the numbers of 
artist rose and Songzhuang artist colony came into existence.  
Another example is of Cholamandal Artist Village, Chennai, India. It was 
established in 1966, the largest artist community in India. The artists who 
founded this artist village were mostly creative artists, painters and 
sculptures associated with the government school of arts and drafts, 
Chennai. These artists desired to form a compatible and pleasant space 
for practicing their art. Few of them got together and formed the “Artists 
9 
Handicrafts Association” in 1963, initially to sell their works. Gradually 
the artists started working together, making handicrafts in their spare 
time. They were among the first in the country to produce batik fabric. 
The money from the exhibition of their batik fabric went into buying the 
land in 1966, which was used to make the village. 
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1.2 Project Outline: 
The research topic is about the design development of an artist village in 
a city of Gujarat, India, named Surat. The research involves the in-depth 
study of the rural art and artisan, their living environment and indigenous 
development and the future demands to conserve their skills and 
techniques by providing a platform to educate the young generation and 
even housing them for their better living standards. A movement was 
started by Ar. Charles Correa to design a village for artist community, as 
to develop a community preserving heritage and growing within the city. 
He established this village in Belapur, Mumbai, India which became 
highly successful for a period of time. Even though the project failed after 
a while, the concept of an artist village became very popular in the country. 
Development in India Craft sector can open gates for various elements, 
such as economic opportunity growth, environmental benefits and for 
social empowerment. The intension of this research project is to step 
forward in such a movement of developing artisan villages and identifying 
the site where there is an extreme need for such village. The project 
focuses on developing a best possible planning, incorporating the Indian 
architectural elements. 
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1.3 Aim & Objective  
The sole aim of this research topic is to establish a link between urban 
and rural centres. Furthermore, deeper comprehension in the field of art 
and crafts helps analysis the broken loop of foreign markets with the 
traditionally. The architectural initiative is to create an environment of an 
artist village with mixed activities for education, retail and recreation. The 
intension is to incorporate the Indian architectural elements such as 
courtyard in the dwelling, backyard gardening, and so on, into the design 
development. 
The objective of this research topic is to develop an artist village in order 
to preserve, restore and promote art of Gujarat. To achieve the best 
method of designing an artist village, analysis of each necessity of various 
art is required. Prioritise the arrangement of clusters and distribution of 
functions as per required light, ventilation and organization of activities. 
Analysis of unique spatial design is an essential objective to create 
meaningful connection and effective uses of open spaces and masses. To 
enhance the energy efficiency of the development, the programme should 
incorporate the water treatment plant and the use of vernacular materials 
in construction. Integrate the opportunities of merging the built mass with 
landscape in order to develop an organic construction, juxtaposing 
recreational areas. To gain the character of an artist village, circulation 
along with the design of nodes and breathing spaces are essential.  
The project of an artist village can house the struggling rural artist, 
encourage the youth of the modern era to trace back their routes from 
history, preserve the national heritage of craft from diminishing and 
cherish it within the artisan community. 
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1.4 Research Question  
How to create an artist village, providing a platform for vocation training and for retail, a mixed used organic development cherishing Art and Craft 
heritage of India?  
 
1.5 Scope and Limitations  
The project is about the upliftment of rural craftsmen and enlightenment 
of the young generation with harnessing the potential of craft sector. In 
India, not many artist villages are recognized to house artisan. The highest 
concentration of Indian artisan is majorly in the state of Gujarat and 
Rajasthan. However, Rajasthan have a well-established artisan village 
named Shilpgram. Therefore, the study of this research is diverted on the 
development of an artisan village in the state of Gujarat.  
There is no preconceived regulation for such village design. Most of the 
unplanned villages are organically developed, depending on their 
residential requirement. The master layout design can be derived from the 
inferences of spatial organization and circulation from case-studies. The 
understanding and functional need of an artist village is analysed from the 
deeper comprehension of each Art and craft of India. The research for 
current accurate conditions and success rate of case-studies, observations 
and one-to-one interviews with the artisan are required. Analysing the 
actual need of each art and artisan, the programme should be formulated.  
The scalability of the design demands on repetitive model strategy. 
Design is about a fix number of housing model, which can be further 
repeated to house a certain number of artisan within the village. The 
limitation of this project is to incorporate eleven typologies of art and 
crafts and consideration is to house minimum twenty artisans from each 
art. The design shows the two-phase development, housing two twenty 
artisan in-total. To house more than the given number of artisan, future 
expansion of project is expected. The site of the artisan village holds the 
possibility for future expansion. Other consideration is that after the 
phase-two development, the expansion can be done with repeating the 
housing model according to necessity and demands.
13 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.6 State of Knowledge in the Field  
Over 300 Artist Villages, of various sizes and nature are there in the 
world. Each one of them has its own distinctive character and function. 
Few do not have clear defined aims and those organic agglomeration of 
artists’ studios are founded by artisan themselves. Planned Artist Villages 
can be initiated by government, non-governmental organization, 
education institution, philanthropist or a private enterprise. The purpose 
of establishing a village like this, can be to provide space for art creation 
and developing the creative industry, even revitalizing the community.2 
Indian craft sector is entrenched very deep into the Indian Culture. One 
of the paradoxes of India is, having innumerable craftsmen working with 
various techniques and materials than anywhere else. However, neither 
those craftsmen are being valued nor they are earning a basic livelihood. 
Due to unemployment, these skilled professionals are leaving the sector 
and joining labour jobs instead. Revitalizing prospects of the crafts sector, 
can provide improvement in economic, environmental and social 
conditions of rural communities. In the process of making India and 
                                                 
2 Tseng Sun-man, Research on Future Development of Artist Village in Cattle Depot, 
report, Hong Kong Arts Development Council, 32, accessed August 2017. 
skilling India, many non-governmental organizations are trying hard to 
forefront crafts-people and provide them with better living standards.  
In India, there are many concentrated craft centres, from which very few 
are recognized to house artisans within it. To study the difference in 
formation, functions, vernacular architecture and spatial organization of 
the village, from many well-established villages, three of them are 
selected.  
Belapur Artist village, India 
An incremental low-cost housing community was designed by Ar. 
Charles Correa for the artisans. He has developed the idea based on his 
observations of spatial hierarchy of individual privacy to public gathering. 
Correa designed five types of houses and put them in one cluster of seven 
houses. Repeating that cluster trice, a larger courtyard is formed in 
between. Incrementing this model, generates the bigger courtyard, 
increasing interaction and participation within the user group. While the 
concept of hierarchy of spaces and communal gathering spaces seem to 
14 
 
 
 
 
 
 
work alright in even today but the incremental design seems to have 
outgrown itself. However, the study of Belapur housing provide a 
successful development model for an artisan village design. For the 
project of an artist community, a design which promotes the convention 
spaces, can provide an ethical base for conceptual design. 
Sanskriti Kendra, Delhi, India 
The study of Sanskriti Kendra, provide the bases to understand a small 
organically developed artist village over 3 hectares of land. The village is 
a temporary and even contractual residence to all the artists, sculptors, 
writers, musicians and the craftsmen from nearby villages. Keeping the 
natural elements throughout the site, the built masses are arranged in a 
way to compliment them. The design focuses on the unique relationship 
between the closed-box and open to sky spaces where the distribution of 
function depends on the natural circulation. From the observation of rural 
architecture of India, the architect Uppal Ghosh choose cement that can 
generate the appearance of mud bricks with terracotta tiled roof. His 
intention was to give the project an Indian identity but parallelly he 
wanted the buildings to be long lasting.  
Shilpgram Artist Village, Udaipur, India 
Shilpgram is an effort of west cultural centre to present and preserve tribal 
culture from four western states of India. A planned initiative from a 
government organization to house artisan from the west states of India. 
The village houses the rural market, performing art centre, vocational 
training centre and other aspects of tribal life. The huts of the village are 
built by the workers themselves with their own rural architectural style 
using the vernacular materials from native place is spread across 33 
hectares of land. The circulation includes a central axis which run 
throughout the site, connecting continuous pedestrian movement pattern 
at several intervals. From the study of this complex artist village, a wide 
range of functions supporting and encouraging the programme can be 
understand. Even the study of material and construction system helps to 
understand the Indian vernacular architecture. 
Apart from the study of artist villages, observation of at live art events 
and personal interviews of artisans are another way of qualitative 
research. To understand the functions, activities and the requirement of 
area and environment of each art and craft, a comprehensive analysis is 
required. This research document also includes the study of eleven arts 
which are native to Gujarat state and require attention for further 
preservation. 
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1.7 Methods  
Methods for Research and Data Collection: 
The study of artist village is divided into two parts. The first part includes 
the arbitrary data collection of history, theory, literature studies, reports 
on the subject, planning regulations and so on. The online resources can 
be sufficient to gather data from relevant websites, interviews, journals, 
magazines, articles, blogs, etc. The other part includes the intense study 
of all the art and crafts, the situation and scope of the particular artist 
community, type and environment of the craft, current scenario and even 
the scope and demands of improvements. For this research, personal 
approach to the subject is required, therefore one-to-one interviews, 
analysis and inspection to the rural sites is required. Establishing the 
technique to collect data and research systemically, methods would be as 
follow.3 
Ethnographic and Undergo Oral History  
In the beginning, the researcher uses the combination of techniques of 
observation and surveys to get to know the possibilities for the selection 
                                                 
3 "Data Collection Techniques." Data Collection Techniques | CYFAR. Accessed 
February 2017. http://www.culturalindia.net/indian-crafts/. 
of such topic. Stepping on to a hazy direction based on knowledge and 
interest. A brief study on culture, customs and mentality of people helps 
formulating the nature of the topic.4 
Case studies, Journals and Magazines 
Quantitative data collection is done by referring to the similar projects or 
article. The unanalysed data is first gathered. On this stage, there is also a 
risk of collecting the unimportant or irrelevant data. At the end of this 
stage, whole data is qualitatively analysed and argument on the bases of 
relevant project study can be made. 
Observation and Personal or Telephonic Interview 
The qualitative data analysis can only demonstrate a study which is being 
done or approved before. But to study the current scenario and situation 
of a particular subject, personal observations and one-to-one interviews 
are required. In the case of artisan village development, case studies can  
 
4 "Module 9: Introduction to Research." Institute of Lifelong Learning - Unit 5 
Quantitative Research. November 12, 1970. Accessed February 2017. http://www.india-
crafts.com/state_specials/ 
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only be helpful to analyse the pattern used in design at the time of its 
programme formation. But to know the success rate of such study or to 
understand the outstanding demand of similar community, a site visit or 
telephonic interview should be done. At the end of this stage, with the 
qualitative data analysis, a personal study is achieved to form a handbook 
for further studies. 
Live-events, Questionnaires and Surveys 
For an intense research on the particular topic, a questionnaire is 
formulated. A field trip to a live event can help cater the data and one can 
capture the activities. In a research topic here, the study of each art and 
craft is required to witness the functions and activity done by each. The 
detail research of such functions and activities, helps to form a design 
programme and even provide the basic requirement of site.  
Documentation and Records 
This is the final stage for evaluating the qualitative data and further 
documenting it to safeguard the data collection. This stage also examines 
the existing data in form of reports, charts and diagrams which can be a 
cornerstone while designing.  
 
 
Methods for Design Process: 
The design can only be initialised after the formation of a programme and 
site selection. To form a programme for this research subject the 
personalised study of each art and craft is needed. Initial design process 
involves the unit level design, with the help of climate, sun shadow, wind 
pattern analysis and functional requirement charts and diagrams. The 
material and construction can be demonstrated through sketches and 
diagrams. 
The observation, personal interview and the visit to live events, can be 
documented through dubbed video recording and photographic 
presentation of a site. On the other hand, the detail study of each art and 
craft, can be documented and presented in a form of a pamphlet or a guide 
for the reader to have a basic knowledge before understanding the design. 
Such supporting document includes the answer to questions such as ‘what 
is that Craft about?’, ‘How the Craft is being performed?’, ‘What 
environment and space is needed to each Art?’, ‘Where and who perform 
such crafts?’ and ‘What is the end product of such craft?’  
The research topic demands the calculative study of housing artisan and 
the division of such artisan into groups to develop typical housing model. 
Such calculative study is first analysed through diagrams and charts to 
tune down the complexity of the programme and presented through an 
excel sheet table for the understanding at an ease.  
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The final presentation includes a concrete research document, rendered 
design plans and other drawings, analytical diagrams of inferences and 
concept, sketches depicting the study and even the highlighting elements 
of design, a 3D rendered images of the final design and a small-scale 
model as a physical demonstration to understand spatial organization and 
circulation. 
 
 
 
 
 
1.8 Results of the Research 
This research document aims to make recommendations for any artist 
village development in future by the observations made in local case-
studies and literature studies of over-seas artist villages. This research is 
an intensive study in the field of art and crafts.  
Each art and craft from Gujarat state are deeply analysed through their 
functional and operational needs, even the work pattern of artisan and 
requirement of are and environment to perform such art. Through this 
analysis, potential operational model for artist village is designed. Aiming 
to include the basic Indian architectural design elements such as 
courtyard, street retail culture and the shared working environment, a 
repetitive housing model is designed. This linear, incremental design 
model can be an exclusive fit in any state of India, where there is a need 
of development in artist community. 
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2.0 Context 
2.1 History of Art & Craft in India 
Hearing the name “India”, one would picture - tradition, culture, 
languages, art & deep history. India stands as one of the oldest living 
civilization which offered to the rest of the world the elemental sound 
‘aum,’ (om), the concept of zero and the richness of yoga.  
India may be a land of farmers but it is equally a land of artisans. Indian 
art is the sheer hard work of thousands of unknown unvalued artisans and 
crafts persons. This art has continuously evolved over thousands of years. 
The traditions and customs of India tend to produce so many activities 
and opportunities.5 
The tradition of crafts has developed around religious ethics, needs of the 
common people. Furthermore, the foreign and local trade have also 
played a vital role in the evolution of various craft forms in India. The 
craft traditions of India have endured the depredation of time and quite a 
few foreign invasions and continue to flourish till date. Majorly due to the 
                                                 
5 "Art & Craft in India/ Languages in India." Go for India. Accessed August 2017. 
http://www.goforindia.com/arts-crafts.html. 
6 "Indian Crafts." Indian Crafts - Crafts in India - Indian Handicrafts - Handicrafts India. 
Accessed August 2017. http://www.culturalindia.net/indian-crafts/. 
open mindedness of the Indian handicraftsmen to accept and assimilate 
new ideas.6  
“India is a power house of handicrafts. Each state in India not only 
has its distinctive ethnic identity - but also a varied tradition of 
handicrafts and art works. Some of the crafts traditions were born 
out of necessity, while others developed simply out of man’s 
instinctive attraction towards all things beautiful. Regional 
history, social ambience, religion, culture, climate - natural 
resources and demography were largely responsible for the 
evolution of these diverse ethnic crafts traditions in India.”7 
 Till date, the chronicle of Indian traditional crafts remains undiminished 
in its glory and grandeur. 
  
7 "Indian Crafts." States Special - Ethnic Crafts. 2011. Accessed August 2017. 
http://www.india-crafts.com/state_specials/. 
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Art Metal ware 
 Wooden art wares  
 Hand Printed Textile  
 Embraided & Crochet goods  
 Marble & stone crafts  
 Glass / Terracotta / Pottery 
 Hand Painting 
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 Imitation / Fashion jewellery  
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 Carpet 
 
Fig. 1: Handicrafts Map of India 
"Handicrafts Clusters Location Map of India." Office of Development Commissioner (Handicrafts)  
Accessed February 2017.  http://handicrafts.nic.in/tenders.aspx?type=24&MID=EvsdnH%2BUlJpTVhFYh%2Bi13g. 
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2.2 Harnessing the Potential of India’s Craft Sector 
“Despite the Industrialization, millions of Indians still depend on 
indigenous modes of production, traditional skills and techniques 
to make a living based on handmade products. These craftspeople 
are the backbone of the non-farm rural economy of India. 
Estimated around 7 million artisans are engaged in craft 
production to earn a livelihood. An estimated 63% of artisans are 
self-employed while 37% are wage earners.”8 
Though many companies are supporting the craft-based business, most of 
craft creations remain chaotic and artisan struggles for sustenance. 
Drowned by loss of markets, fading skills and trouble managing to new 
markets, a huge number of artisans have moved to urban centres in search 
of low, untrained employment in industry. According to the United 
Nations, over the past 30 years, the number of Indian artisans has 
decreased by 30%, indicating the need to re-invest in artisans to safeguard 
history, culture and an important source of livelihood.9  
Revitalizing prospects of the crafts sector, can provide improvement in 
economic, environmental and social conditions of rural communities. 
                                                 
8 Handicrafts for 12th Five Year Plan, report, Government of India, Ministry of Textiles 
(Crafts Council of India, 2011). 
9 Pradeep Kumar Jena, Indian handicrafts in globalization times: an analysis of global-
local dynamics, working paper, Centre for the Study of Social Systems, Jawaharlal 
Nehru University (New Delhi, India), December 2010. 
Economic Opportunities: 
The craft sector is likely to provide employment with stable income to the 
skilled artisans. Migration of these rural communities to urban centres can 
be controlled as by promoting their skills and productions. Similar to 
Japan and Korea, artisan can be the key elements in developing 
manufacturing. The global market for handicrafts is USD400 billion, of 
which India's share is below 2%, representing a tremendous growth 
opportunity.10 
Environmental Benefits: 
Manufacturing processes used in crafts have significantly less carbon 
emission, encouraging the vernacular materials as well as organic 
materials where possible. 
Social Empowerment: 
Crafts production also opens the gate for Women's empowerment. Art 
education can improve the academic standard of future generations. 
There is a crucial necessity for philanthropy to understand the monetary 
potential of the crafts sector by financing in high impact scalable models 
that can strengthen livelihoods in a sustainable manner. 
10 Harita Kapur and Suruchi Mittar, "Craft Revival," Craft and the Creative Economy 4, 
no. 10 (October 2014): August 2017. 
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Analysing from a report, over 260 non-profit organization is currently 
working in the crafts sector across India. Delhi, Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, 
Gujarat and Odisha have the highest concentration of these 
organizations. Where the distribution of Indian Artisans is majorly in 
Gujarat and Rajasthan. 
Fig. 3: Number of non-profit organization working under crafts sector in different 
states of India 
Fig. 2: Concentration of Indian artisans is majorly in Gujarat, Rajasthan, Uttar 
Pradesh, Odisha 
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Developed artist villages 
Small scale craft centres 
Fig. 4: A rough map showing the location of artist villages around India 
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2.3 Concept of Craft Village  
The roots of Indian crafts are entrenched very deep and they are the 
integral part of Indian Culture. These crafts continue to flourish in the 
remote corners of the country due to their utilitarian nature, involvement 
of indigenous materials, over and above that the demand in domestic and 
foreign markets. In present, most of the craft practised are the legacy of 
the past and this tradition has been running for centuries.  
With the aim of preserving the heritage, the concept of craft village came 
into being. This concept brought most of the crafts’ specimens and 
craftsmen together. A platform for forgotten values, enlightens current 
generation by planting a seed in their mind. 
The craft village is a place where one gets to know the traditions of a 
community, their historic interests and skills of making artefacts. The 
atmosphere and the infrastructure of this village is very true to their 
culture and the feel of rural life is given to the visitors. The material and 
techniques incorporated to build the huts are unique, differing by the 
communities. The crafts village is a mixed-use development of residential 
                                                 
11 "Indian Handicrafts at Present." Present Scenario of Indian Handicrafts: india crafts. 
2011. Accessed August 2017.  
http://www.india-crafts.com/history_tradition/present_schenario_indian_crafts/. 
and commercial place. Thus, it serves more than one purpose from a 
single platform.11 
This concept can help improve the living standards of craftsmen, by 
educating them with modern technology. It also offers the programmes 
and workshops for general masses to learn Indian Crafts from the artisan 
itself. This platform also felicitates a unique edification exchange of 
ideas, experience and crafts practice at national and international level 
amongst the artisans and designers from diverse backgrounds. This 
concept is able to establish a link between rare crafts of India with modern 
consumers. 
Urban lifestyle has made possible better livelihood yet enormous 
repertoire of acquaintance and wisdom which sustained and cultivated 
these communities are fast vanishing. There is crucial necessity to 
preserve and rejuvenate these arts and contemporize them. The main aim 
of this concept is to revive traditional skills and techniques to make a 
sustainable living.12
12 Iti Tyagi and Somesh Singh, "Rare Crafts of India," Craft Village, 2015, accessed 
August 2017, http://www.craftvillage.org.in/home.html. 
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Here, my idea is to create a link between the 
rural and urban centres. Developing a 
platform for forgotten values will put 
forward a place to educate young generation 
and housing Artisans to create a community, 
growing within the city, cherishing the value 
of Art. 
 
"What all the many thousands of 
beautiful and unique craft 
expressions in India have in common 
is that the weavers, potters, carvers, 
painters, embroiderers, goldsmiths, 
and others who create such beauty 
with consummate skills and 
knowledge enjoy few of the fruits of 
their labour. Protecting and 
preserving these skills and 
knowledge is a major challenge; 
ensuring that they provide viable 
livelihoods for their owners is an 
even greater one” 13 
Maureen Liebl & Tirthankar Roy 
(World Bank Report 2004: “Handmade in India: 
traditional craft skills in a changing world") 
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2.4 Meaning of an Artist village 
A space for recreation and interaction, where the general masses can come, see the displayed art form, watch the performing art and interact with the 
artists. Artisans can reside and enlighten others about their skills.
  
Fig. 5: Housing sketch by Ar. Charles Correa 
Correa, Charles. Charles Correa: housing and urbanization. London: Thames & Hudson, 1999. 
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3.0 Precedent Review 
In India, there are many concentrated craft 
centres. From which, very few are recognized 
to house artisans within it. One can identify the 
difference in vernacular architecture and spatial 
organization of the village as it varies from 
state to state. Three artist villages of different 
scale and purposes are selected for the 
extensive research for this document.   
Belapur Artist village, India 
Sanskriti Kendra, Delhi, India 
Shilpgram Artist Village, Udaipur, India 
Kala Vaarso – Art event, Surat, India 
 
  
Fig. 6: An image of Belapur housing, India 
Charles Correa: housing and urbanization. London: 
Thames & Hudson, 1999. 
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3.1 Belapur Artist Village, India
A Low-cost incremental housing typology for artisan, 
was done by Ar. Charles Correa. Located 1km away 
from the city centre of New Bombay and spread across 
six hectares of land. A model depicting immemorial 
pattern of India life with having connection to the new 
modern structure. Belapur is situated at the foot of brown 
valley, separated from a small river.  
Correa has conceptualise this project on his beliefs about 
the nature of community and housing. He has developed 
the idea based on his observations of spatial hierarchy of 
individual privacy to public gathering. He has created a 
link from the private space of every individual dwelling 
(doorstep), to communal courtyard, to the greater public 
space (maidan) of the community. The design geometry 
of the village is a direct interpretation of this syntax.14 
                                                 
14 Peter Davey, "Belapur Housing in Navi Mumbai, India by Charles 
Correa," Architectural Review, June 2015, accessed August 2017, 
https://www.architectural-review.com/rethink/belapur-housing-in-
navi-mumbai-india-by-charles-correa/8684855.article. 
Fig. 7: Sitemap of Belapur housing, India 
Swarnabh Ghosh, "From Scenery to Landscape: Charles Correa by way of Buckminster Fuller," The Avery 
Review, accessed March 2017, http://averyreview.com/issues/11/from-scenery-to-landscape-charles-correa-
by-way-of-buckminster-fuller. 
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Correa has reflected an architectural expression by introducing incrementality to each housing block. He allowed the user to build according to their 
perceived needs, and increment when capital is available. The plot sizes for each were rationed from 50 to 100 sq.mt, as to avoid the sarcastic communal 
differences of equity.  
According to Indian climate and even keeping the territorial privacy, ‘Open-to-the-sky space’ is essential to each family. So as Correa has designed each 
house with a private yard, which incorporates lavatory block. Furthermore, these blocks are paired to reduce the service runs.15
                                                 
15 Charles Correa, Charles Correa: housing and urbanization (London: Thames & Hudson, 1999), 48. 
Fig. 8: Plans and axonometric drawings of five house typologies 
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Fig. 11: Three courtyards grouped to form a 12 by 
12m courtyard, grouping 25 houses 
Fig. 12: The whole cluster is repeated trice to form 
larger communal space 
Fig. 10: A shared courtyard of 8 by 8m, surrounded 
by 7 houses 
Correa made a cluster of seven houses, where in between there is a central courtyard of 8 x 8m. 
Moreover, Correa clubbed three clusters of seven houses together and made a bigger courtyard 
of 12m x 12m. Incrementing this model, generates the courtyard of 20 x 20m, increasing 
interaction and participation within the user group.  
Correa’s ethics are linked to socio-economic ideals. He denies the use of prefabricated 
construction. Avoiding the inefficient centralised production, Correa promotes the resources of 
craftsmanship and the involvement of every individual in home creation. Resulting, the 
structures of Belapur housing are simply the armatures on which the individual resident can 
model the dwelling with their own lifestyle.16 
                                                 
16 Luke W. Perry, "Correa's Artist's Village Today - The incremental house," Blogpost (web log), April 2008, 
http://incrementalhouse.blogspot.co.nz/2008/04/correas-artists-village-today.html. 
Fig. 9: Image showing a shared courtyard surrounded by seven houses 
"Charles Correa | Charles Correa: Belapur Housing." Archnet. Accessed March 2017. 
https://archnet.org/authorities/9/publications/7087. 
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The highly successful project for 600 houses, has 
drastically changed over the years and left a 
disappointment through its current state. One 
third of the houses have been demolished and 
completely new structures are built. The 
incremental design seems to have outgrown itself.  
Due to the inadequate response from the artisan, 
the scheme was later opened for general masses. 
The authority to modify the houses has made a 
disaster. Use of materials like clay in the 
construction, has developed linkage. The artist 
community, who are still the resident at the 
village, seek for the originality of the design. 
While the concept of hierarchy of spaces and 
communal gathering spaces seem to work alright. 
The essence of courtyard in design has grown 
quite fruitful.  
The repetitive model of a cluster of houses is the 
heart of this project. For an artist community 
where the exchange of ideas and a shared working 
environment is required, Correa has designed the 
model which promotes the convention spaces. 
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3.2 Sanskriti Kendra, Delhi, India
To revitalize the artistic sensitivity in people, this cultural centre was 
established in 1993. The centre is spread over 3 hectares of land, 
providing a temporary and contractual residence to all the artists, 
sculptors, writers, musicians and the craftsmen from nearby villages. The 
non-for-profit organization encourage the environment for preservation 
of cultural resources.17 
The organic development of the project in the foothills of Aravalli ranges, 
has kept natural elements throughout the site. The rainwater channel is a 
linear cooling pond which starts from the pond and runs down to the stage 
of the amphitheatre. The existing trees become the major structuring 
element of the layout plan. Individual identity is given to the courtyards 
and the landscape terraces.  
The design focuses on the unique relationship between the closed-box and 
open to sky spaces, the whole continuum of zones with varying degrees 
of privacy. The unique hierarchy starts from stepping in to the veranda – 
courtyard space – then under a tree -  and beyond onto the semi-covered 
                                                 
17 "Sanskriti Kendra (Cultural Centre) a creative haven." Sanskriti Foundation. 2013. 
Accessed April 2017. http://www.sanskritifoundation.org/kendra.htm. 
terrace with bamboo pergola – onto a balcony and so on. There are no 
formal boundaries in the site.  
The major design focus is on the distribution of function and connection 
through circulation. Public spaces such as galleries and the governing 
body is situated near the entrance. Studios and dormitories are distant 
from the public spaces to avoid any kind of distraction. The site only has 
10 percent of built mass as the rest 90 percent is a judicious mix of 
formality and informality of hard and soft landscaping. 
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Fig. 13: Sitemap of Sanskriti Kendra 
"ISOLA Honours & Awards 2012." Indian Society of Landscape Architects - Sanskriti Kendra. Accessed April 
2017. http://www.isola.org.in/isola-honours-awards-2012/. 
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Fig. 14 - 18: The analytical sketches of Studios and administration area showing 
the emergence of built mass with the surrounding landscape area 
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From the observation of rural architecture of India, the architect Uppal 
Ghosh choose cement that can generate the appearance of mud bricks with 
terracotta tiled roof. His intention was to give the project an Indian 
identity but parallelly he wanted the buildings to be long lasting.18 
The administration block houses the facilities such as office, library and 
conference room. A double storey structure can be entered from various 
levels, allowing the activity to flow into each other. All the interior areas 
are visually as well as physically connected through double height. The 
architect has played with levels within the building, even keeping both 
                                                 
18 Nocturne Lily, "Sanskriti Museums - The vision," Scribd, September 2014, 6, April 
2017. 
horizontal and vertical the movement at an ease. The heavy vegetation in 
surrounding conceal the building from the humid climate, allowing the 
natural defuse light and cold breeze to the building. 19 
Four studios are accommodated in one block having variety of indoor and 
outdoor working spaces. Most of the exhibitions done by the artisan, are 
in open areas having the mud walls forming a pleasant authentic frame in 
background.  
  
19 Tannum Negi, "Sanskriti Kala k Case Study," Scribd, July 2014, 21, April 2017. 
Fig. 19: Administration area Fig. 20: Artist Studios 
 
Fig. 21: Amphitheatre surrounded 
by artist residences 
 
Fig. 22: Outdoor exhibition of the artefacts made by 
the resident artisans 
 
"Sanskriti Kendra (Cultural Centre) a creative haven." Sanskriti Foundation. 2013. 
Accessed April 2017. http://www.sanskritifoundation.org/kendra.htm. 
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3.3 Shilpgram Artist Village, Udaipur, India
Shilpgram is the workplace of craftsmen and a potential pilgrimage place 
for artists. The village is an effort of west cultural centre to present and 
preserve tribal culture from four western states of India, which are 
Rajasthan, Gujarat, Maharashtra and Goa.  
The village also houses the rural market, performing art centre, vocational 
training centre and other aspects of tribal life. Along with it, there is a 
park of sculptures of Indian Gods at the hill top, exhibiting the statues 
which have been carved by Indian and foreign artists who have visited the 
village. The village has spread across 33 hectares of land, accommodating 
seven huts of Rajasthan, twelve of Gujarat, seven of Maharashtra and five 
from Goa and depicting their cultural activity and living styles. These huts 
have been made by the workers themselves with their own rural 
architectural style using the vernacular materials from native place.  
Shilpgram also houses a temple for villagers, which has clay idols of 
various gods and goddesses. General masses, not only from the village 
but also from the city, come and pray for peace on festivals and other 
occasions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Fig. 23: Sitemap of Shilpgram artist village 
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In circulation, a central axis run throughout the site, connecting 
continuous pedestrian movement pattern at several intervals. All different 
type of hutments (see glossary) can be seen in an order, as their retail area 
is adjacent to the pedestrian path forming a street market culture in the 
village. The spatial organization of the village is designed based on 
communal hierarchy.   
Fig. 24 - 27: Analytical diagrams showing the circulation pattern and the hierarchical arrangement of built mass 
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The huts depicting the culture of Rajasthan state, are called 
Ramaroa. Specially designed for extended family, these huts have 
a boundary wall which serves the purpose of safeguarding the 
house from the deserted dust of Rajasthan and even deliver the 
sense of privacy to the family. It has a kitchen, grain store house 
and weaver’s workshop area. The roof of the hut is made from the 
wood of Kade tree and covered with grass. 20 
The other hut from Rajasthan, designed for middle class family 
has stone pillars and roof made of wood. The well crushed clay 
has been laid on walls in many layers.  
 
The other type of huts is from south Gujarat, called Dang huts. 
These are largely made of dang wood with thatch grass is used as 
insulation in walls, which are layered with clay. The special 
feature of the huts is beautifully painted walls in Pithoda style.21 
The huts from west Gujarat is made on a hire plain of clay. The 
granaries of these houses add lustre to the structure. The women 
of houses decorate the interior walls of the houses in mud-mirror 
work. The mixture of clay and camel dung is used with mirrors.  
                                                 
20 Ishan Jain, "Indian Vernacular Architecture of Rajasthan," Talk Architecture, June 
2017, May 2017. http://talkarchitecture.in/indian-vernacular-architecture-rajasthan/ 
  
21 DesignFlute, "MUD ART OF KUTCH," DesignFlute, October 2007, June 2017. 
http://www.design-flute.com/2007/10/08/mud-art-of-kutch/comment-page-8/ 
Fig. 28 – 29: Images showing the huts from Rajasthan state 
Fig. 30: Image showing hut from Gujarat state Fig. 31: Mud-mirror work on walls 
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The third typology of huts is from Maharashtra. The 
coastal Koli community is dependent on coconut. The 
structure of house is made from poal wood, further the 
coconut leaves are put together to make a mat and hung 
on the wall. Finally, the clay is used for thickening and 
roof is covered with thatch.  
Hutment from Goa has two different types. The main 
architectural feature of this Hindu mainstream house from 
Vasco is the lavish use of iron and red laterite stone. The 
stone is intricately carved in lintel projections.  
 
The interior of the house revolves around a 
courtyard, which houses a Tulsi plant in 
centre.  
Other type is for fisherman community, 
called Kundi Kora. The house here is made 
by clay and terrace of thatched sloppy 
slaves. Dates leaves and trunks of trees are 
used as reinforcement. 
  
Fig. 32 - 33: Images showing the huts from Maharashtra state and the knitted coconut leaves 
Fig. 34: Image showing the courtyard of dwelling from Goa state Fig. 35: Exterior of Goa house 
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Fig. 36: Audience enjoying the folk dance with the performing 
artists themselves 
Fig. 37: First glance entering the village showcasing the rural 
culture 
Fig. 38: An artist vending her own handmade 
products from the door-step 
 
 
 
 
 
Shilpgram also houses four museums in the campus. The main is chaupal 
museum, which houses the display of household objects. The second is 
Gol museum containing masks and musical instruments. The third tribal 
museum showcases their life and the fourth is Kothi museum exhibits 
different house models. Apart from this, there are many activities for 
visitors like puppet show, workshops, dance and music shows, seminars 
and theatre. The small performances of thirty minutes, occur thrice a day 
around the village, entertaining the visitors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In addition, there is an open-air stadium which can accommodate 6000 
people. Every year, Shilpgram houses an art festival in December, 
inviting more than seven hundred artisans from around India. This event 
attracts all the global market and organization to see the heritage from 
their own eye.  
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Shilpgram is the best example for self-sustained 
artist community. The art and craft of India, 
cherishing in the lap of rural craftsmen and 
exploring the possible linkages with the modern 
world today. 
Shilpgram is well stocked with all the functions 
which an artist village demands. These 
organically developed functions, lead an idea of 
such programme to its accomplishment. An 
informal settlement entices even an unknown 
visitor to be a part of it. Daily performances, 
workshops with artist, even the retail places 
provide a direct interaction to common masses 
with the dying heritage. 
“Heritage Crafts Association of India said, 
some traditional crafts are now ‘in the 
hands of ageing population’ and at risk of 
fading away in next five years.” 
From the establishment of Belapur Artist village 
in 1983, Charles Correa has started a movement 
for growth of artist community. India being the 
power house of handicrafts, each state should 
have its own artist village, sheltering and evolving 
at least the native art and crafts. 
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3.4 Kala Vaarso – Event to Promote Indian Art 
The event brings together rural artisans and craftsmen from 24 states of India at one stage and 
highlight their art to create a demand for their products. The weeklong event attracts tens of 
thousands of visitors each day. More than 250 artisans participate in this exhibition, with the 
variety of 120 art at one platform.22 Kala Vaarso has been spreading its identity and through the 
spectacular public response, it has been growing over the years. 
The event is handled and designed by the volunteers, who are students of universities. All the 
creative student body put their best efforts to please the soul of a visitor. The whole environment 
is designed to depict the true Indian culture. This event covers all the crafts such as pottery, metal 
bells making, block printing, lacquered wood merchandizes, bandhni art, leather art, batik 
printing, knife work, rogan painting, recycled plastic weaving, embroidery art, katchh weaving. 
These artisans are keen to teach their skills to the young generation. The workshops run every 
day long, providing a chance to learn the rare crafts.  
The traditional dances and passionate performances are the heart of the event. More than twenty 
types of folk dances are performed, showing their existence to the youth and encouraging to be 
a part of it. Heart melting music from the handmade instruments is presented by the rural Indian 
musicians. 23
  
                                                 
22 Tnn, "Kala Vaarso-2016 to kick-start today - Times of India," The Times of India, 
November 24, 2016, June 2017 http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/surat/Kala-
Vaarso-2016-to-kick-start-today/articleshow/55589687.cms 
23 "Kala Vaarso 2016 - CityTadka," CityTadka, September 2017. 
https://www.citytadka.com/story/kala-vaarso-2016/ 
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Fig. 39- 46: Images showing the exhibition, artisan, unique handmade crafts, decoration of event and the gathering of people to enjoy performances 
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4.0 Study of Art and Crafts 
The event Kala Vaarso offered an opportunity 
study the work pattern of each artisan. 
Analysing 11 typologies of crafts and ended up 
with a conclusion to provide combine area for 
some crafts as some art and crafts are more or 
less same in functions. 
The intension of this study is to derive at a 
conclusion, for further designing different 
model based on the functional requirement of 
each craft. The three major divisions of eleven 
crafts are based on the shared or separate 
workshop and retail area requirement.   
  
Fig. 47:  Hands of a working artist 
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Fig. 48- 51: Images showing Pottery, Knife work, Lacquer wood and Metal bells in an order 
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4.1 Pottery Art  
The art of Pottery is well known culture around the globe since 
ancient age. Similarly, in Gujrat, potters acquire resources such 
as leaves of ‘Jaru’ plant, soft stems of Prosopis Julifera, water, 
clay, black stones etc. from surrounding nature and utilize them 
to produce unique piece of art. Beautiful traditional carvings 
make it unique and easily identifiable from other states of India. 
4.2 Knife Work 
Knife is one of those utilities which is used daily from 
household work up to commercial usage. Craftsmen in 
Kachchh add a little more imagination into it by making this 
piece of art completely by hand and by carving cultural designs 
on it. Only one artist can usually carry out the entire process 
which improves the quality and efficiency of production. 
For this, raw materials like aluminium, copper, brass, iron, zinc, 
steel etc are bought from local scrap dealers. While fresh metal 
is bought from dealers from Ahmadabad and Rajkot. 
4.3 Lacquer Wood 
Lac is a material extracted from insect resin. Whilst turning the 
wood with a hand lathe, coloured lacquer is applied to it by 
manoeuvring around the arrangement to create kaleidoscopic 
designs. This tradition is unique to Kachchh and has been 
carried on from centuries. 
4.4 Metal Bells Art 
Evolved to accomplish a need of community, an art of coated 
copper bells is a main occupation in Kachchh. Recycled metal 
is majorly used to shape a bell, then coated with powered brass 
and copper, and then baked in a kiln and polished.  
  
Fig. 52: Above diagrams indicate the work pattern 
and area requirement of each craft 
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Fig. 53 - 55: Images showing Block printing, Bandhani art and Rogan art in an order 
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4.5 Block Printing Craft 
As the name suggests, block printing is form of art in 
which fabric is dyed and coloured using wooden blocks. 
Artists extract these colours from natural resources such 
as black from rusty iron solution, red from madder root, 
blue from indigo etc.  
India is one of the biggest makers and exporters of block 
printed texture. The prevalent outlines of block imprinting 
in Indian village are geometric. 
4.6 Bandhani Craft / Batik Printing 
In Sanskrit literature, the word “Bandh’ in Bandhani 
means to bind or to tie. All colours required for this art are 
naturally extracted. Bandhani involves tugging the cloth 
using fingernails into tiny weavings that constructs a 
figurative art. It is a tie-dye fabrication process done 
completely by hands. Because of this, a wide and 
combined space is ideal to accomplish synchronised tasks. 
4.7 Rogan Art 
This is a type of fabric painting technique where castor 
oil is used to make bright coloured paint. Castor is 
harvested locally in Kachchh and is exported all around 
the globe therefore artisans directly obtain it from 
farmers.  
Fig. 56: Above diagrams indicate the work pattern and area requirement 
of each craft 
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Fig. 57 - 59: Images showing Kachchh weaving, Plastic weaving and Embroidery in an order 
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4.8 Kachchhi Weaving Art 
Kachchh weaving was originally done through Panja loom entirely by 
hand. Today’s artisans use shuttle looms instead. First the wrap is prepared 
on the loom, then stretched and rolled onto a bobbin. In the ends, the fabric 
is created on the loom. The designs in kachchh weaving is mainly inspired 
by the shape of musical instruments, animals and even the equipment of 
daily routine. 
4.9 Plastic Weaving Art 
Massive amount of plastic is dumped as industrial and domestic waste in 
metro cities every day in India. Local waste collectors are employed to 
collect this plastic which are then bought by these artisans. They sort and 
clean this material based on its quality & colour. This is then cleaned & 
cut into long stripes to spun them onto industrial bobbin which is later used 
in standing looms to produce substanancial plastic textiles. A thick, dense 
weft patterned material is created out of it which is tied and wrapped with 
Nylon. 
Separate and long area is required to perform individual process. The final 
product is used to produce mats, backpacks, cushions etc. This form of art 
supports environment by transforming waste plastic into inexpensive 
everyday use goods.  
4.10 Embroidery 
The state of Gujrat is well known for its traditional embroidery. It is one 
of those rare crafts which is performed by women. Distinct communities 
have their own fashion of stitching and motifs to represent their own 
expression. This art has been passed on since ancient times from 
generation to generation. 
  
Fig. 60: Above diagrams indicate the work 
pattern and area requirement of each craft 
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5.0 Programme 
The programme for this research subject is 
derived on the bases of observations done from 
the precedent study and the detail study of each 
Art and Crafts. Current scenario of craft sector 
of India, trace the map of places where the need 
lies for infrastructure development in the same 
field. The major concern is to establish a link 
between rural and urban centres. For that the 
programme demands such interactive 
functions, the material and construction 
technology selection and the selection of site. 
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The Art and Craft sector of India indicates that the major concentration of 
artisan is in Gujarat. Observation and interviews at Kala Vaarso (art event 
held in Surat, Gujarat) describes the current scenario of each art and 
artisan of the region itself. Based on that study, I have shortlisted eleven 
art which needs to be look after in order to preserve them from vanishing. 
Developing platform for these artisan is the cornerstone of this research 
topic. 
First argument in designing the programme is about residing the artisan 
into the village. The connection of the rural artisan to urban consumer can 
be established by designing the retail outlet, where the need of both can 
be satisfied. Even though, to balance the living standards of these rural 
craftsmen in front of the rapidly growing modern society, the craft sector 
demands the residential infrastructure development for this artisan, as to 
provide all the essential amenities to this community. Apart from that, the 
youth today requires the touch with art heritage, in order to cherish the 
culture and traditions tomorrow. Housing the artisan in to the village, a 
community growing within the metropolitan city, can influence the young 
generation, develop demands for their products and increase their 
livelihood opportunity.  
The research on the lifestyle of these artisan suggests that few of them 
have a concrete settlement, while others travel seasonally with the 
demands of their artefacts in different places. As a result, programme 
requires the accommodation of both temporary and permanent residence 
for the artist community. 
Second argument is about the retail outlet space requirement. Programme 
requires a mixed-use development of residential and commercial activity, 
creating an informal atmosphere to the project. The study of Shilpgram 
artist village suggests the most feasible functional arrangement through 
the hierarchy of privacy. By providing retail space to each house, the 
elements like informality, socio-economic environment can be promoted. 
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11 Craft Typologies
Model #1
Pottery
Metal Bells
Knife work
Lacquered wood
Model #2
block printing
bandhani printing
batik printing
rogan art
Model #3
kachchhi weaving
plastic weaving
embroidery
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As the whole concept of this research topic is to accommodate artist 
community and provide a platform to educate others, the major 
arrangement of programme depends on the workspace area required by 
each artisan. The detail art and craft study suggests housing artisan from 
11 different crafts. According to the scale and nature of their art, major 
three categories have been decided.  
First housing model accommodates the art which requires all separate 
space for their work area varying in scale from 30 to 50 square metres 
area. This model incorporates the potters, metal bell makers and the artist 
making knifes and lacquered wood products.  
Second housing model accommodates the cloth printing crafts which 
requires over 50 square metres private area. These crafts are block 
printing, bandhani printing, batik printing and rogan art. 
The third housing model even accommodates the crafts which requires 
over 50 square metres of area but the nature of this art suggests shared 
work environment, including large open-to-sky space. This model houses 
the kachchhi weaving, plastic weaving and embroidery crafts.  
  
Fig. 61: The diagram shows three divisions of eleven crafts  
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The literature studies of artist villages suggest housing 20 artisans from 
each type of art, that in total- a community of 220 artisan at the initial 
stage of development. The programme of this artist village is divided into 
two stages. The first stage of development houses 10 artists from each art 
and the stage two do the same. After the stage two development, the 
project can expand by repeating the housing model which is required. The 
nature of this project is scalable and the major design elements are spatial 
organization and circulation.  
Other design concern is to provide two types of houses. One housing a 
family of two people and other housing two families. From the typologies 
covered in this research, very few of them require more than two people 
working on the same craft. Crafts from housing model #3, which are 
plastic weaving and kachchhi weaving may require more than two people. 
Resulting, the housing model 3 with two types of housing typology- one 
bedroom and two bedrooms. Other than that, Craft from housing model 
#2, which are Bandhani and Batik printing always requires more than two 
people. Resulting, the housing model #2 with two bedrooms house 
typology. Whereas housing model #1 includes one-bedroom houses only.  
The diagram on right describes the basic functional arrangement of the 
programme. Major three housing models have connections with their 
workspace and retail areas. The major public attraction is towards the 
amphitheatre where dance, music or drama performances can take place. 
The amphitheatre area can also be utilise as an open-to-sky lecture space 
or workspace. The forth housing model is a temporary residence for the 
classical dance or music artisan who come to the village for a time of 
period to through workshops and training courses. Other than functional 
arrangement and circulation, communal spaces, hierarchy and open-to-
sky paces are the design elements. 
As the project houses the workspace for an artist community, more than 
usual amount of water is required per house. The water coming from the 
main river can be directly used after some filtration process in making 
artefacts or washing or dying fabrics. This used water can also be reused 
after treating it again. As to lower the water-wastage in the site, a water 
treatment plant is needed in the programme.  
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Fig. 62: The diagram shows the functional arrangement 
and the special connections. 
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Fig. 63: The diagram shows a detail programme for developing a repetitive house model. 
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Housing Model Programme 
The left diagram is derived from the study of Art and 
Crafts. The diagram shows the detailed programme 
of artist village. Few considerations are made, 
before making the programme, which are- 
 The Artist village accommodates 20 
artisans from each art till the Phase- II 
development. 
 Refereeing the case-studies, a family of two 
artist can be accommodated in 1 BHK 
(number of bedroom with one hall and 
kitchen) house. And a family of four can be 
in 2 BHK. 
All the Arts are divided in three groups according to 
their need of workshop area and retail spaces. Model 
#1 accommodates four 1 BHK houses. Whereas, 
Model #2 and #3 accommodates two houses. 
Repeating each housing model 10 times, the number 
of user groups which is 220 artisans can be 
achieved.  
Each model is designed to house artists from typical 
arts as decided. But according to development and 
demands any artisan from those four arts can reside 
in this model. 
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6.0 Site 
 
 
  
  
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
The state of Gujarat has the highest number of 
rural artisan, struggling to preserve their art. 
Surat, a metropolitan city in Gujarat is the area 
of this research study, which has a population 
around 6 million. Out of which, 20 percent lives 
in rural areas. Interest in Ethnic Gujarat is 
growing day by day in the foreign and Indian 
tourist sector. Surat has always provided 
platform for the art events, artisan development 
programmes, even the annual festivals of Craft 
sector. As the artisans’ development is 
necessary, Surat is selected for the site of an 
artisan village.   
Fig. 64: The diagram of Surat City map 
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6.1 About Surat:  
Surat is an important industrial hub and commercial centre of the India, situated on the bank of Tapi river.  It has also the highest GDP growth rate in India 
at 11.5 percent as of 2008. The art and craft culture of Surat is extremely diverse. Majority residents are Hindu, others are Muslim and Christian.24 The 3rd 
cleanest city of India is also known as world’s largest diamond manufacturing centre. Surat holds 95 percent of the world’s total rough diamond cutting 
and polishing. The municipal corporation of this city(S.M.C.) is India’s richest municipal corporation. Surat Urban Development Authority(SUDA) is 
also one governing body which deals with outskirts area or neighbour towns/villages around Surat. 
 
 
                                                 
24 "Surat's GDP growth rate fastest in India: Study - Times of India." The Times of India. January 2008. Accessed July 2017. http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Surats-GDP-
growth-rate-fastest-in-India-Study/articleshow/2740519.cms. 
Fig. 65: Evolution of Surat city from year 1494 to 2004 
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Fig. 66 - 67: Images showing the location of Surat in the map of Gujarat, from the world map. Fig. 68:  Surat city Development Plan 
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6.2 Demographics Study 
Surat had a population of 6 million at the 2016 census, announcing it the second largest city of Gujarat, after Ahmedabad. 25   
                                                 
25 "DEMOGRAPHICS - Statistics for Surat Municipal Corporation," Surat Municipal Corporation, , accessed August 2017. https://www.suratmunicipal.gov.in/TheCity/Demographics 
Fig. 69 - 75: Diagram showing Demographic study of Surat city 
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6.3 Climate, Wind and Sun path Study 
Climate: Surat has a tropical climate. The summer starts in March 
and continues till the end of June with regular temperature of 
37 °C. Monsoon begins in late June and end by September, 
receiving about 1,200 millimetres of rain. Winter begins in 
October and lasts till the late February, with average mean 
temperatures of around 23 °C.26 
Wind: Average wind speed in Surat 16km/h throughout the year 
and wind temperature stays to average 30C. The flow of wind is 
usually from South-west direction.27 
Sun Path: In winter the sun is at 27°. Rising to the altitude in 
summer, sun stays at 63°. 
  
                                                 
26 "Climate-Data.org." Climate Surat: Temperature, Climate graph, Climate table for Surat - Climate-
Data.org. August 09, 2015. Accessed April 2017. https://en.climate-data.org/location/959693/. 
27 "Wind and weather statistic Surat Airport." Windfinder.com. Accessed August 2017. 
https://www.windfinder.com/windstatistics/surat-airport 
Fig. 76: Diagram showing sun path study of Surat city 
"Sun Position." Sunearthtools. Accessed April 2017.  
https://www.sunearthtools.com/dp/tools/pos_sun.php?lang=en. 
 
Fig. 77: Diagram showing wind direction distribution 
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 Fig. 78: BRTS = Bus Rapid Transportation System map 
Lokre, Abhijit. "Surat BRTS." LinkedIn SlideShare. April 24, 2013. Accessed April 2017. 
https://www.slideshare.net/EMBARQNetwork/008-abhijit-lokhre.  
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6.4 Site Selection Analysis 
Transportation Study: 
Surat itself is a densely populated city with complex transportation 
system. The proposed Bus Rapid Transit System (BRTS) is the most used 
and effective system so far. Phase 2 development is under process. The 
most successful transport system is connecting the whole city.28 
Population Density Study: 
On the other hand, the average density of old city area (Grey area on plan) 
is 41.89 percent. While the new developments are settling in the Surat 
Urban Development area (White area on plan), as the population density 
is very low with better infrastructure and transportation system.29  
Site Reference Study: 
The village site could be a wonderful fit at a river side complimenting the 
programme with benefit of riverside development. As the riverside 
development can be an attraction for the people of the city as well as 
people coming from other cities. This statement has a supporting reference 
of an architectural project done by Charles Correa. The Sabarmati ashram 
                                                 
28 "BRTS Surat Project." Surat Municipal Corporation. Accessed July 2017. 
https://www.suratmunicipal.gov.in/Departments/BRTSCellIntroduction 
29 "area, population, density, growth rate, slum house hold & population." Surat 
Municipal Corporation. Accessed July 2017. 
https://www.suratmunicipal.gov.in/TheCity/City/Stml3 
30 Super User, "History," Gandhiashramsabarmati, accessed May 2017. 
https://www.gandhiashramsabarmati.org/en/ 
in Ahmedabad, housing the museum for Mahatma Gandhi is on the bank 
of Sabarmati river. The most successful project creates a peaceful 
environment even with the huge crowd visiting every day.30 
Flood Hazard Study: 
Surat city is frequently affected by flooding in monsoon need better 
disaster management. Due to high intensity rainfall, inflow increases to 
the water dam which force dam authority to release water from the dam. 
The capacity of carrying water in the river was 3 lacs cusec but while 
release water level increases to more than two times the capacity which 
result in flooding. The water level varies from 0.3 metres to 3.0 metres in 
the different parts of area. For the prevention of flood, embankments and 
retaining walls are constructed on the bank of river Tapi. During monsoon, 
the early warning system is installed in catchment area to monitor the flow 
throughout the basin. Apart from that, the riverfront development helps 
maintaining the water level.31 
 
31 Dhruvesh KM, Praful MU, and Aditya MV, "Flood Hazard Vulnerability Mapping 
Using Remote Sensing and GIS: A Case Study of Surat," Research & Reviews: Journal 
of Pure and Applied Physics, August 2016, April 2017. https://www.rroij.com/open-
access/flood-hazard-vulnerability-mapping-using-remote-sensing-and-gis-acase-study-
of-surat-.php?aid=78922 
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 Fig. 79: Development Plan 2035 of Surat Urban Development Authority 
"Proposed Land-use Plans." Surat Urban Development Authority. 2017. Accessed April 2017. http://www.sudaonline.org/development-plans/proposed-land-use-plans/. 
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6.5 Town Planning Scheme Analysis: 
Referring the Town Planning Schemes, the block 
‘G’ include the Urban Development area. 
The land which is reserved for public purpose is on 
riverside as well as the transport hub of BRTS under 
phase II development is very near to it. For an artist 
village programme, a site with historic importance 
and better connectivity to the city can be a perfect 
fit.  
Site Details: 
Site Area – 60760 sq.mt   
Land-use – Public Purpose 
Adjacent Road – Hazira-Adajan road 
Adjacent River – Tapi river 
 
Fig. 80: Development Plan 2035 of Surat Urban Development Authority – Part G 
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Fig. 83: View on site showing the high vegetation in 
boundaries   
 
 
 
 
 
6.6 Site advantages  
 Easily accessible as the site is near to the BRTS stop. 
 Area is surrounded by modern infrastructure like Mall, Theatre, Auditorium. 
 Major attraction point is the riverside development to the people of the city.  
 Tapi river bands to south near the site, giving away excellent visuals.  
 The adjacent plot is open farm land which can be used to scale the project after phase II, if required.
Fig. 82: View from site showing the river band  
Proposed Site 
Fig. 81: Google image showing the proposed site location 
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Fig. 84: Analytical diagram showing the surrounding modern 
infrastructure  
 
Fig. 85: Analytical diagram showing the height of surrounding structures 
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7.0 Design 
 
  
Fig. 86: Schematic graphical line drawing of the final 
design layout 
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7.1 Design Method 
The Programme demands to follow a method of designing. The study of 
artist villages from around India, encourage to trace the common design 
elements. The most feasible element of an artist design is its 
incrementality. Charles Correa designed the Belapur artist village with 
typical single housing model and its repetition. The housing model 
includes five different house typologies and allow incrementation within 
it. The idea of housing model repetition gained success but the 
incremental possibility leads the design to a false direction. Inference 
from Belapur project suggests designing a typical housing model and 
allow the repetition of the whole, but avoiding the interior incremental 
possibility.  
Analyzing the functional organization of the housing model through the 
study of public and private circulation segregation and basic spatial 
organization on a larger scale is necessary. Considering the circulation 
pattern and design elements, the housing model is conceptualized. The 
programme demands three different housing typologies. From the 
rudimentary housing models, experiment with conceptual layout planning 
is done. Incorporating all other functions in layout and with the 
consideration of design elements, the site layout is finalized.  
  
Conceptual Layout 
planning 
Studying material and 
construction technology  
Design analysis and 
finalization 
 
Conceptual design of 
each Housing model 
Deciding the Design 
Elements 
Circulation & Spatial 
Organization study 
 
Discussion on Inference 
from Case study 
Fig. 87: The diagram describes the design method 
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7.2 Design Elements 
Courtyard: 
The concept of courtyard was started around 6500-6000BC in the era of Indus Valley civilization. This integral part of dwelling is still 
a soul of traditional Indian architecture. This open-to sky space surrounded by buildings, helps decreasing the impact of climate 
variation, better utilization of natural light and even encourage the social activities. 32 
 
Retail Shops / Street Shops (Street character): 
Street shopping market or retail outlets on the residents’ doorstep, is one of the characteristics of Indian culture. The retail streets are 
the glimpse of the country’s diverse cultural practice. It offers the recreation but simultaneously depicts the stories of many who lived 
and worked on the streets.33 
 
Shared Working Environment: 
Culture plays an important role in development of a community. It represents shared attitudes, values and goals. Artist community need 
not just an invite but a charge to interact with others. A shared working environment is an element of design which afoot an idea to 
share knowledge and techniques with another artisan. This element is not about positioning an artisan but neighboring them, to create 
a symbiotic community. 34 
                                                 
32 "Courtyard Concept in Indian Architecture." Interior Design. Travel. Heritage: October 2016. Accessed August 2017. http://www.prismma.in/courtyard-concept-in-indian-architecture/ 
33 "Indian Street Culture and People of India." Pitlane Magazine. Accessed August 2017. http://www.pitlanemagazine.com/cultures/indian-street-culture-and-people-of-india.html 
34 Zabel, Laura. "Six creative ways artists can improve communities." The Guardian. February 2015. Accessed July 2017. https://www.theguardian.com/culture-professionals-
network/2015/feb/12/creative-ways-artists-improve-communities 
Fig. 88 - 90: The diagrams describe the design elements 
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7.3 Circulation & Spatial Organization Study 
  
Fig. 91: Conceptual Option 1 
Circulation passes through the built masses, developing an opportunity for visitors 
to encounter the work spaces of artisans. 
Fig. 92: Conceptual Option 2 
Breaking the monotony of circulation with a minor change in straightforward 
organization of built mass.  
Fig. 93: Conceptual Option 3 
Circulation through the open courtyards which are enclosed by the surrounding 
build masses.  
Fig. 94: Conceptual Option 4 
The spatial organization of the built masses create an interesting primary and 
secondary circulation patterns.  
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Conceptual Option 5 
While designing a large-scale project, circulation 
space can sometime be a needless space. At the 
same time efficiency can be achieved through the 
circulation. The most essential character of an 
artisan village is the street character. The retail 
spaces give life to the pedestrians and the green 
spaces provide breathing spaces throughout the 
site. The continuous circulation provide equality 
to all the residents or merchants.  
Breaking the monotony of the linear circulation 
but keeping the continuity, the efficiency can be 
gained. The spatial organization of the green and 
public spaces between the housing models can 
promote interaction throughout the pedestrian 
movement. 
To gain an informal character to the village, 
hierarchy of spaces can be decided through the 
hard and soft landscaping. By designing an 
irregular circulation pattern, the strong force of 
wind can also be diminished. Such spatial 
organization creates interesting open spaces35 
                                                 
35 "architectural concepts: circulation." portico. 
April 2016. Accessed august 2017. 
http://portico.space/journal//architectural-
concepts-circulation 
Fig. 95: Conceptual Option 5 
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Fig. 96: The diagram depicts a conceptual design of typical housing model 
 
Fig. 97: The diagram depicts conceptual primary and secondary circulation in site 
 
Fig. 98: The diagram depicts the hierarchy of public 
gathering to individual privacy 
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7.4 Conceptual Design of Typical Housing Model 
The programme demands formulation of a typical housing model, which 
can be repeated with an ease following the master plan. Housing model 
should complement the continuous circulation by activating the street-
face of the model. The core idea is to bring a street character to the village, 
by following the hierarchy of public gathering to individual privacy. As 
retail is an essential function, which gives life to the pedestrian 
circulation, the idea is to have retail space in both street front areas of the 
model.  
Another design element, courtyard provide open working environment, 
even brings in enough natural sun-light and enables the air-ventilation, is 
the central part of the housing model. From ancient times, courtyard has 
been the central space of a dwelling, increasing interaction and 
participation within the user group. This Indian architectural element is 
the heart of a housing model. Following the hierarchy, the most private 
workspace area for each resident is placed away from the pedestrian 
traffic. To bring the shared working environment to the housing model, 
these workspaces have a connection to the central courtyard.  
However, to pour fascination in general masses towards the craft, the idea 
is to enable the physical and even the visual interaction with the working 
artist. If a person encounters the artisan working on their craft, it surely 
interests him more into knowing and learning the vanishing art. With such 
belief, an undirect connection is designed between the workspace and the 
public path, gaining the privacy to work area and encouraging a curious 
visitor to the workspace.  
Apart from the pedestrian public circulation in the site, a secondary 
private circulation for the residents in designed. A central axis connecting 
the courtyard space of each housing unit, enables a secondary circulation 
for artisan, encouraging interaction between them. As the artisan can 
avoid using the public access during the crowing hours.  
This hierarchy supports the privacy requirement of the user group. The 
continuity of the circulation forces the general masses to follow a 
designed path, as to encounter each retail shop once.  On the other hand, 
such circulation provide equality to each merchant as every retail outlet 
is facing the continuous pedestrian path of visitors. On a wider 
perspective, each person coming to visit the artist village, have a 
possibility to be the witness to the activity and development process each 
art and craft. 
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Fig. 99: Conceptual design of Housing 
Model #1 
Fig. 100: Conceptual design of 
Housing Model #3 
Fig. 101: Conceptual design of 
Housing Model #2 
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7.5 Conceptual Design of Each Housing Model 
The housing model is further divided into three typologies 
according to the description in programme. Model #1 
houses artisan from pottery, knife making, lacquer wood 
and metal bells art. Model #2 houses artisan from all the 
cloth printing arts such as block, Bandhani, batik printing 
and rogan art. Housing Model #3 houses artisan from 
kachchhi weaving, plastic weaving and embroidery art. The 
in-depth study in all eleven typologies, provide the basic of 
functional, operational understanding as well as 
requirement of area and environment. The hierarchical 
arrangement of function is similar in all three housing 
models. 
Housing Model #1 is differentiated through separate small 
workshop area requirement. Similarly, Housing Model #2 
provide separate but large workshop areas to the users. 
Housing Model #2 and #3 only accommodates two houses 
per model whereas Model 1 houses four residences. 
Housing Model #3 provides larger shared and separate 
workshop areas with shared retail outlet, as the cloth 
printing art require similar places such as washing, drying 
and dyeing spaces.   
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Housing Model #1 
The artists from pottery, knife making, lacquer 
wood and metal bells art can be accommodated in 
model #1. As the material and craft making 
process of each art is extremely different from one-
another, each require separate working area and 
separate retail spaces. The study of each art and 
crafts suggest that to perform the art of this model, 
maximum 2m x 2m workspace is acquired by each 
artist and each art need a shaded working 
environment.  
The housing model #1 is designed with two house 
typologies of 1 BHK (one bedroom with hall and 
kitchen). Type A and type B includes kitchen, 
dining and living area on ground floor. A ground 
structure - Type A houses a bedroom, toilet, a 
small storeroom and attached retail space. On the 
other hand, a single-storey structure – Type B 
houses retail on ground but the bedroom, toilet, 
balcony on first storey. Type B accommodates a 
store cum working area on ground, very next to the 
courtyard and the larger workspace on first storey 
inviting more direct sunlight.  
Type A is basically designed aiming for the 
temporary or contractual based craftsmen. 
Whereas Type B is more relevant for the 
permanent residents. Both the typologies have 
separate workspace area on ground, increasing 
interaction within the artisans. The walls besides 
the working area are allowing wind flow and 
visual connection with surrounding.  
Fig. 102 - 103: Conceptual plan and section of Housing Model #1  
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Fig. 104: Ground Floor Plan  Fig. 105: First Floor Plan  
Fig. 106: Section BB  Fig. 107: Section AA  
Type A 
Type B 
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Housing Model #2 
The artists from all the cloth printing arts such as 
block, bandhani, batik printing and rogan art can 
be accommodated in model #2. As the material and 
craft making process of each art is quite similar to 
one-another, shared working area and retail spaces 
are designed. A large courtyard space is provided 
as all the craft making process here require open-
to-sky areas for dyeing the cloth, washing and 
drying in sun. The printing table or stitching 
machine acquires maximum 3m x 3m shaded 
workspace. 
All the crafts from this model can only be 
performed by a minimum number of four people, 
working on one craft. Aiming to house four artisan 
per craft, this housing model is designed with 
typology C of 2 BHK house. The ground houses 
similar functions to Type B, which are kitchen, 
dining, living area and a small cum working area. 
Two bedrooms, toilet and balcony are on first 
story. In the craft making process, all the activities 
happen at the same place. As to compliment the 
necessity, both open-to-sky and closed workspaces 
are designed on the ground with a shared retail 
space nearby.  
Type C is aiming for the permanent residents. The 
neighboring workspace to retail, enable the 
possibility for a buyer to encounter the whole craft 
making process and even encourage them to be a 
part of it. The outcome from all the crafts here, are 
materially similar. As a common retail area also 
provides variety in products to the buyer.   
Fig. 108 - 109: Conceptual plan and section of Housing Model #2  
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Fig. 110: Ground Floor Plan  Fig. 111: First Floor Plan  
Fig. 112: Section EE  Fig. 113: Section FF  
Type C 
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Housing Model #3 
The artists from embroidery, kachchhi and plastic 
weaving art can be accommodated in model #3. 
All the craft making processes, materials and 
environment needed for each art is different from 
one-another. As the nature required for work 
environment is private and area required is large. 
All three art includes the use to huge machines, 
acquiring an average 6m x 4m area.  
Plastic weaving and Kachchh weaving might need 
two to four people working on same craft, whereas 
the artist from embroidery craft, are limited to two. 
To accommodate all these functions in one 
housing model, house type A and house type C are 
included. A rectangular long working area can be 
suitable to house such wide equipment. As the 
outcome of these crafts are very different in scale 
and nature, each house is attached with a separate 
retail shop.  
Fig. 114 - 115: Conceptual plan and section of Housing Model #2  
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Fig. 116: Ground Floor Plan  Fig. 117: First Floor Plan  
Fig. 118: Section CC Fig. 119: Section DD 
Type A 
Type C 
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Housing Model #4 & #5 
Housing model #4 is aiming to house the 
temporary or contractual based artisans. Mainly 
the artists teaching the Indian classical music and 
dance through workshops. This model is designed 
with house type A to accommodate two artisans at 
a time. A small retail space is provided to house a 
temporary resident for mainly come to the village 
and sell their products.  
Housing model #5 is designed to accommodate 
large scale workshop, dance and music training 
programmes or to house a large-scale exhibitions 
or retails. Large windows allow nature diffuse 
light coming from the central courtyard.  
These two housing models are repeated once or 
twice in every phase development. To follow the 
rhythm of housing models and compliment the 
circulation with similar positioning of retail 
spaces, these two models are designed in a very 
similar manner.  
Fig. 120: Ground Floor Plan (Temporary Residence)  
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Fig. 121: Ground Floor Plan (Workshop area) Fig. 122: First Floor Plan  
Fig. 123: Section DD 
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7.6 Conceptual Layout Planning  
 
 
The master layout of this village aims to organize and evaluate the spatial 
organization of housing models with green open spaces, amphitheater, 
administration area and other public gathering spaces complimenting the 
designed circulation pattern. The design for residential area is divided in 
two phase-development. Each phase accommodates fifteen housing 
models, parking facility for residents and the performing spaces. A linear 
housing settlement helps gaining a street character to the village. Through 
the arrangement of models, a unique and continuous pedestal circulation 
can be designed. Such circulation begins after moving forward from the 
administration department and after running throughout the village, it 
ends to the main public gathering area which includes amphitheater and 
restaurant.  
Analyzing through a desired zoning layout, three different entrances are 
required for the feasibility of the project. First entrance can cater the flow 
of general masses throughout the day, while the secondary entrance 
provides a direct access to the main event place on any special occasion. 
The third separate access route is for the resident of the village.  
Fig. 124: sketch depicting glimpse of the artist village. Circulation between the linear settlement of housing units.  
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Fig. 125: Diagram of conceptual zoning layout  
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  Fig. 126: Diagram of circulation pattern complimenting the arrangement of housing models. 
Repeating each housing model five times in each phase development, an artist community of thirty housing unit accommodating a total of 220 artisans 
can be formed. A restricted circulation around the village is conceptualised in the diagram 126. The pedestrian circulation for general masses is 
confronting each retail shop in the village.  
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Fig. 127: Diagram of confronted performing spaces throughout the pedestrian public circulation 
The pedestrian circulation is designed as a long journey throughout the village. After a small period of walk, breathing space is designed in form of 
performing place. Classical dancers or musicians from village perform their piece of art on these small platforms to showcase their art in front of 
general masses. A person roaming around the village can be enlightened by such art and on the other hand he can relax for several times on the 
continuous path. The journey ends at the amphitheatre area, as the public gather on the end spot to enjoy the daily evening performance. 
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  Fig. 128: Site Plan from top  
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Spatial Organization 
To develop an interactive environment within the within the user group, three different 
housing models are arbitrarily organized and repeated throughout the site. Considering 
the initial two-phase development, each model is repeated five times in each phase. The 
longer dimension of site is facing south direction. To avoid the direct harsh sun, housing 
unit and even the circulation path is oriented at an angle. This orientation allows the 
south-west wind to blow throughout the site. Cooling ponds paralleled to the circulation 
keep the temperature down of wind coming from the river, and helps create the micro-
climate in the site.  
Site entrance of general masses is towards east end, to avoid the crowding on the main 
road. The major public areas such as, administration, auditorium, restaurant and the main 
amphitheater are adjacent to the public parking area in east. From the administration area, 
a covered pathway leads the pedestrians to the main circulation around the village.  
Hosing model #1 and #3 have retail shops on two opposite sides, whereas the model #2 
have the shop on only one side. The spatial organization of each housing model decides 
the pedestrian movement pattern. To break the monotonous circulation pattern, nodes 
have been introduced after a several number of housing model repetition. These nodes 
are gathering places of village, predominantly catering live performances by the residing 
musicians or classical dancers. The nodes and angular pathways give directionality to the 
pedestrians.   
Fig. 129 - 131: Analytical diagrams of Site plan  
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Fig. 132: Site Plan from ground level 
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Vehicular Circulation 
The vehicular public entrance is towards east side of the site, adjoining the major 
public areas. On the other hand, vehicular entrance way for the residents is from the 
north entrance of the site further diving into north-mid parking area for the residents 
for Phase 1 development and north-west corner parking lot for the residents of Phase 
2 development.  Around the village, the circulation allows only pedestrian movement. 
The delivery of materials or equipment for the residents can be done by electric cars.  
Pedestrian Circulation  
After the Phase 1 development, the pedestrian movement follow the path with is 
shown in figure 1, confronting all the retail shops from the same development. The 
introduction of Phase 2 development, change the movement pattern.  After Phase 2, 
the pedestrian first circulates from the newer development and then from the phase 1 
meeting at the amphitheater at end of the tour. 
Riverside walk 
The site also holds the benefit of riverside development. Activating the riverside walk, 
the programme attracts more visitors from the city. The river Tapi bands near the 
project site, offering spectacular vistas from the riverside walk. 
Fig. 133 - 134: Circulation diagrams of Site plan  
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Fig. 135: Key Plan  Fig. 136: Plan and circulation analysis of Administration area  
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Administration Area 
The main entrance is through a covered area, inviting general 
masses to the building. Administration building is designed 
around a large cooling pond, creating a pleasant environment to 
the place. The building includes three major activities. One is the 
administrative, handled from the offices on south. Second is the 
auditorium at north and the third central covered axis, connecting 
the entrance area to the main village.  
The first encountered area would be a help-desk on left. Two 
offices and a conference hall is detached from the crowding 
environment of entrance. The waiting is a covered area but open 
from sides allowing the cool breeze coming from the west. The 
auditorium on the northern corner, holds the introductory movie 
about artist village. The circulation around the village can be 
suggested through the video or from a give-away pamphlet, to 
help a visitor understand the route and the location of each craft. 
The central axis allows a visitor to take either the long route 
throughout the village or a short journey directly ending at the 
amphitheater or even to the restaurant down to the south.  Fig. 137: Top view of Administration area showing the built mass surrounded by waterbody 
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Fig. 139: Plan and Circulation analysis of Restaurant area Fig. 138: Key Plan 
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Restaurant Area 
The restaurant area can be accessed by the residents of village 
and the visitors as well. A semi-covered pergola structure 
suggests a main entrance for this area, also housing a central basil 
plant indicating an Indian architectural element for entrances. 
This entrance invites the visitor to the restaurant and directly to 
the amphitheater for any big event. This second entrance have a 
controlled access. 
The area for dinning is surrounded by a small cooling pond, 
giving away a sense of floating deck. The dinning is designed for 
a limited number of people. If required, a larger number of table 
can be arranged in the surrounding garden. The kitchen and 
storage area are large enough to accommodate all the cooking 
activity on any special occasions.  
Fig. 140: Top view of Restaurant area surrounded by green open space 
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Fig. 141: Plan and Circulation analysis of amphitheatre and riverfront walkway 
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Amphitheatre and Riverfront Walkway 
The riverfront walkway can be a highly successful part of this project. As 
the river Tapi bands near this site, the walkway can attract so many 
visitors throughout the day to enjoy the vistas. After a period, an extension 
of this walkway can be suggested. A site is three-metres-high from the 
highest water level. As Surat city has witnessed many flood hazards in the 
past, a retaining wall has been constructed throughout the river edge. The 
design provides an opportunity to gain the stunning view of the river from 
a cantilevered wooden deck.  
Amphitheatre has a capacity to accommodate over a thousand visitors. A 
large and a small stage can be used by the performing artists from the 
village. This area can be accessed directly from the entrance on any event. 
Else, the amphitheater is the end element of the whole journey of the artist 
village. The large open green area in surrounding region of amphitheater 
can be used to accommodate temporary exhibitions. 
Fig. 142: Key Plan 
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8.0 Conclusion  
This research document intended to strategize a comprehensive design for 
an artist village and on the other hand drive focus on improving social 
aspects of the ones sustaining the heritage of India in this modern world. 
The research done in this document and the architectural implementation 
aspire to provide a stencil for designers, an awareness for philanthropy 
towards the crafts sector of India. A movement towards the conservation 
and revitalization of art and craft of India is achieved on a smaller level 
through initiation of planning to revitalize a city with the value of 
heritage. 
The first hurdle in understanding the scope of this research document, was 
resolved by the existing reports made by the organizations working under 
crafts sector. A concrete existing research established a strong foundation 
in developing the idea for an architectural initiative. The other methods 
obtained in arbitrary data collection such as one-to-one interviews and 
attending the events and seminars on the subject, enclosed the current 
situation and provided a vision to derive a programme based on actual 
scenario. 
A deep appreciation for art and crafts led the research to analyse each craft 
through their functional and operational needs, work pattern of artisan and 
environmental requirements to perform an art. This intensive research 
helped forming a programme to develop a potential operational housing 
model complimenting each requirement of the user. The idea was to 
divide the crafts in three categories according to their desired workspace 
environment and develop three unique housing models which can be 
repeated in forming a master layout.  
Literature study and live case-studies of artist villages around India, 
helped to analyse the formation, functions, vernacular architecture and 
spatial organization of an artist village. Inferences from these case-studies 
such as circulation in an organically developed artist village and spatial 
organization of a planned artist village, poured an understanding to 
develop the most feasible design to foster such heritage community. The 
studies also encouraged the involvement of Indian architectural elements 
such as courtyard, street retail culture and a shared working environment 
to develop an authentic yet the unique and rational design. 
The site selected for this research document is the most ideal place to 
develop such kind of project, as Gujarat currently has the highest 
concentration of struggling rural artists and on the other hand the 
metropolitan city Surat holds the potential to cherish a development in 
crafts sector. Geographically the location of site offers the opportunity to 
imitate an environment of an actual village developing along the riverside.  
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Master layout is designed with a possibility of phase-wise development. 
The project accommodates both temporary and permanent residents. As 
the demand increases, layout holds the possibility to expand through the 
repetition of housing models. The linear settlement helps gaining a street 
culture to the village, nonetheless breaking the monotony of this 
circulation through placing performing spaces after some intervals, the 
circulation gains more efficiency. Such combination of circulation and 
complimenting spatial organisation of public places has developed an 
ideal village layout. 
Can architectural initiative develop a link between urban and rural 
centres? Yes, an environment can be generated to encourage the evolution 
of traditions in modernity. This research document provides an intensive 
study in the field of art and crafts and a comprehensive design of an artist 
village which can make recommendations for any future development in 
the field. 
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11.0 Appendix 
 
  
Fig. 142: The panel explaining the housing model typology 1 through the plans, sections and the detailed sketches of the activities. Model 1 houses potters, metal bell makers and the 
artists making knifes and lacquer wood products. Two 1BHK (one bedrooms with attach hall and kitchen) residences from type A are on left, while two other 1BHK from type B are on 
right. The central shared courtyard invites the natural light into the working spaces. The perforated brick wall separates the private workspaces from the adjacent public gathering spaces. 
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Fig. 143: The panel explains the housing model typology 2 through the plans, sections and the detailed sketches of the activities. Model 2 houses four kinds of cloth printing artists. The 
nature of the art demands large open-to-sky space and a minimum four artisans from each craft. The model includes two 2BHK (two bedrooms with attach hall and kitchen) residences 
from type C. Understanding the retail requirements, a common large area has been designed.  
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Fig. 144: The panel explains the housing model typology 3 through the plans, sections and the detailed sketches of the activities. Model 3 houses kachchhi and plastic weaving artists 
and the embroidery artists. The model includes a 1BHK (one bedrooms with attach hall and kitchen) residence from type A is on left, while other BHK from type C is on right. The 
artist leaving in this housing typology, are required a large separate work space to house their huge equipment. 
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Fig. 145: The panel explains the housing model typology 4 and 5 through the plans and a section. Model 4 houses the temporary residents coming to the village on a contractual period 
to showcase their work of art. This model includes a 1BHK (one bedrooms with attach hall and kitchen) residence from type A. Other Model 5 offers a multipurpose hall to hold various 
activities such as classes for Classical dance and Music, large in-house exhibitions and even to house gatherings. 
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Fig. 146: The panel demonstrate the master site layout. A riverside housing development, surrounded by green spaces and waterbodies throughout the site offers a continuous circulation 
pattern, increasing interaction between the general masses and the residents.  
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Fig. 147: The panel includes two throughout site sections depicting the activities of street market shops, crowed gatherings at the small amphitheatres, the built masses responding to 
the surroundings and the riverside development. 
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Fig. 148: 3D view showing main entrance to the artist village 
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Fig. 149: 3D view showing the bird eye view from the northern side of the plot. 
Fig. 150: 3D view showing the general masses passing through the village. Fig. 151: 3D view showing the general masses gathering at the designed pause spaces in between 
the continuous circulation as performance spaces.  
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Fig. 152: 3D view showing the orientation of housing unit and even the circulation path at an angle to avoid the direct harsh sun. This orientation allows the south-west wind to blow 
throughout the site. Cooling ponds paralleled to the circulation keep the temperature down of wind coming from the river, and helps create the micro-climate in the site. 
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Fig. 153: 3D view highlighting Model 1. 
Fig. 154: 3D view highlighting Model 2. 
Fig. 155: 3D view highlighting Model 3. Fig. 156: 3D view highlighting the circulation pattern which is breaking the 
monotony of leaner circulation. 
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Fig. 157: 3D view showing the amphitheatre area as the public gather on the end spot to enjoy the daily evening performance. 
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Fig. 158: 3D view showing the naturally lighted shared central courtyard.  
 
Fig. 159: 3D view showing the floating deck over the Tapi river, oriented 
towards the bend of the river, offering great vistas. 
Fig. 160: 3D view showing shared working spaces in-between 
the housing models inviting general masses.  
 
Fig. 161: 3D view showing third entrance (for residents). 
 
Fig. 162: 3D view showing main entrance to the site. 
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Fig. 163: 3D view showing communal gathering and shared working space within the housing models. 
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